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Abstract 

This paper compares Intel’s Ivy Bridge processor with Amd’s Trinity processor. The discussions are mainly targeted 
on:  
 

• Architecture 
• Business profits 
• Availability 
• Gaming performance 
• Price  
• Battery Life 

 
Based on the comparison study, we have tried to figure out which  processor is better based on the above mentioned 
grounds. 
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1. Introduction 

Intel’s Ivy Bridge and AMD’s Trinity are both incremental upgrades. Ivy Bridge is the successor to Intel’s Sandy 
Bridge-e architecture. Compared to Sandy Bridge: 
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• 5% to 15% increase in CPU performance. 
• 25% to 68% increase in integrated GPU performance. 

Ivy Bridge processors are backwards-compatible with the Sandy Bridge platform, but might require a firmware 
update. AMD's Trinity is also a tweaked version of their previous processors Llano and Brazos. Trinity is 
considerably faster than Llano and Brazos in both CPU and graphics performance (trinity gained about 20%-30% 
CPU performance and 30%-50% GPU performance) and has more over clocking headroom. (Over clocking refers to 
running a system component at higher clock speeds than are specified by the manufacturer) 

2. Architecture 

2.1 AMD 

AMD's Trinity chips are more inventive out of the two processors. AMD's chips uses a design APU that the firm has 
been working on since its getting hold of graphics firm ATI back in 2005. APU are accelerated processing units 
(APU) that combine a full-fat graphics  and computing functions on a single chip. The idea behind is to providing 
good performance with low power consumption. 

 Intel is attaching its integrated graphics cores to its processors, has done this for a while, but these units have only 
been able of managing slightly more than Windows applications and are not ideal for those working with graphic 
rigorous programs. 

 
AMD has taken a unique approach with its APU design and the result is a more balanced [1] 

 

AMD is wrapping a complete Radeon graphics cores which are more efficient inside its chips, (Radeon HD 7000-
series graphics chips) with a limit of 384 stream processors. The chips have four cores based on AMD’s Piledriver 
core design. Integrated graphics card on the motherboard inside APUs can hook up with isolated cards in Hybrid 
Crossfire mode. So bunch of extra ram can Hybrid crossfire the integrated graphics card on the motherboard (using 
ram as memory) and your graphics card. They all support DirectX 11 and Shader Model 5 - the same standards 
supported by top-end discrete cards. 
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This combination finds an equilibrium in between processing and graphical power, and Trinity ups the stake when 
compared to previous AMD APUs. 

1. Trinity chips have 1.3 billion transistors , or tiny electrical switches in place - almost two million more than the 
older chips - and there's support for faster 1,600MHz memory. The chips can now be dual or quad core, and Trinity 
parts come with TDPs (Thermal design power) of either 17W, 25W or 35W, which makes AMD's roster of parts 
ideal for use in everything from low-power business ultraportable to more powerful workstation machines[2]. 

2.2 Intel 

Intel has been the market boss for some time and Ivy Bridge is the CPU industry's first range of 22nm processors. 
This makes it 10nm smaller than Trinity, and this comes with a collection of architectural reimbursement - not least 
improved competence and abridged heat, which should first and foremost provide enhanced battery life in laptops. 
Intel's 22nm manufacturing process marks the first commercial products using tri-gate (or 3D) transistors, which has 
up to 50% less power consumption at the same performance level as 2-D planar transistors. Company has been 
working on this for some 10 years 
Intel is attaching its integrated graphics cores to its processors, has done this for a while, but these units have only 
been able of managing slightly more than Windows applications and are not ideal for those working with graphic 
rigorous programs 

Ivy Bridge also includes an upgraded graphics core, with the HD 2500 and HD 4000 chips arriving across Core i3, 
i5 and i7 processors. The latter is the only one to debut so far, and it also supports DirectX 11 as well as AVC 
encoding for video work. It's an improvement on older models, although the HD 2500 core won’t be able to match 
the levels of graphics power delivered by Trinity [3]. Intel’s relationship with graphics has been troublesome 

 
Ivy Bridge processors are the first to be built using the 22nm process [4] 

 

2.3 Results 

 
According to tests performed the A10-4600M, which was supplied in an AMD-branded test machine and is a high-
end Trinity chip. It's quad-core, with each core operating at 2.3GHz with a maximum enhance of 3.2GHz on a single 
core, and it's packaged with a Radeon HD 7660G graphics core - a current-generation part boasting 384 stream 
processors and a 497MHz core clock speed[5]. 
 
In our different test performed on A10-4600M returned an overall score of 0.58. That's sensible, but it competes 
with Intel's cheaper chips: the 2.3GHz Core i3-2350M scored 0.62 in the same tests. Laptops with the high-end 
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2.2GHz Core i7-3610QM processor scored a whopping 0.94 in the different test benchmarks [6]. Desktop parts are 
even faster, with overclocked Ivy Bridge system scoring 1.2 and above in those tests. 

AMD claims that Trinity's real scoring point is its graphics performance. The low-quality Crysis benchmark is run at 
1,366 x 768, and the Radeon HD 7660G scored 47fps in this test, and a score of 20fps in our 1,600 x 900 medium-
quality test is impressive [7]. 

Intel has replied with its HD 4000 graphics core, which is incorporated inside every single Ivy Bridge processor and 
seven of the firm's most recent desktop chips. Its benchmark results do better than Trinity, with a notch up of 48fps 
in our Low quality test and 24fps in the Medium value benchmark but desktop-based Trinity parts are coming, and 
top-end chips will incorporate a desktop version of that Radeon HD 7660 chipset - a part which is likely to give 
AMD the lead. 

2.4 Leader - Intel  
 

The high-end Core i7 Ivy Bridge processor outclasses best AMD has to offer in terms of laptops.  
Things may be different on the desktop side, but AMD has yet to release the high-performance Piledriver processors 
[8]. 
 

 

3. Business Benefits 

 
As today, business relies upon laptops and ultra books. Both Ivy Bridge and Trinity provide portability and 
performance. 
Almost all of the chipsets required to use Intel Ivy Bridge now support four USB 3.0 ports and Intel has also 
introduced support for Thunderbolt for the first time and also Ivy Bridge now supports three screens running off one 
processor, and new Centrino Wi-Fi adapters support Bluetooth 4.0. 

Intel Ultra books benefit from a set of exclusive Ivy Bridge features: these devices will be able to update your email 
inbox even while a laptop's asleep, and Intel Anti-Theft Technology can be used to remotely disable stolen devices. 
Intel vPro technology has been boosted too, with improved Identity Protection Technology to improve security in 
the workplace. 

Although Trinity has some of its own features, its roster of business-specific additions can’t compete with that of 
Intel. The firm has added AVX(Advanced Vector Extensions), AVX 1.1 and FMA3 instruction set support  suitable 
for 

•  floating point-intensive calculations in multimedia, scientific and financial applications  
• Increases parallelism and throughput in floating point SIMD calculations. 
• Reduces register load due to the non-destructive instructions but that’s about it. 

 
3.1 Leader - Intel  
 
Intel is still ahead of AMD when it comes to security and management. 
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Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon Ultrabook will pack Ivy Bridge processors and vPro functionality[9] 

 
4. Availability 

Intel has rolled out its Ivy Bridge chips on laptops and desktops. Intel offers a variety of desktop Ivy Bridge chips. 
Consumers can choose from 21 processors ranging from: 

1. Low-end Core i3 
2.  Mid-range Core i5  
3. High-end Core i7 chips 

 Intel has also invested heavily in the Ultrabooks. These  attractive machines have been launched as expensive 
consumer products, but prices have started to come down. 

 Many advanced features are missing when it comes to the specification of an Ultrabook - optical drive, removable 
batteries and fingerprint readers, for instance - but Ivy Bridge processors will also find their way into traditional 
notebooks and desktops too. Meanwhile, businesses can choose from eleven Xeon E3-branded parts, ranging from 
the 2.2GHz 1220L v2 to the 1290 v2, which runs at 3.7GHz and can Turbo Boost to a whopping 4.1GHz. AMD 
hasn't revealed its desktop Trinity parts. Trinity won't be available in Ultrabooks, but this doesn't mean AMD's latest 
chips won't be found in slim machines. HP is releasing its own "Sleek Book" machines that share many of the same 
desirable attributes. 

AMD’s selection of Trinity-based parts isn’t as wide, with no workstation-specific parts to compete with Intel’s 
Xeons. There’s still plenty to choose from on the consumer side, however. Laptop users can pick from: 

1.  Two mid-range, dual-core A6 parts 
2.  A single, more powerful A8 chip with four cores 
3.  Two top-end, quad-core A10 parts. 

Clock speeds range from 2GHz  to 2.7GHz , but don’t let the lower speed fool you – the increased number of cores 
and improved Turbo Boost performance will more than make up the difference. Each mobile part has a dedicated 
graphics core, ranging from the Radeon HD 7520G at the bottom with 192 stream processors to the HD 7620G, with 
its 384 stream processors, at the top. 
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Six Trinity-based processors will soon be available for desktops. The budget A4-5300 sits at the bottom of the 
range, and is paired with the Radeon HD 7480D graphics core. There’s a single A6 chip, too, but the bulk of AMD’s 
desktop offering is made of quad-core A8 and A10 chips, which range in speed from 3.2GHz to 3.8GHz. The latter 
speed is reserved for the A10-5800K, which can Turbo Boost up to 4.2GHz, and it also includes the HD 7660D 
graphics core, which includes 384 stream processors and is faster than any of the firm’s Trinity-based mobile GPUs. 

4.1 Leader – Intel 
Ivy Bridge has a slight head start on the AMD and there are more options available especially when it comes to high 
performance requirements of enterprises. 
 
 
5. Gaming Performance 
 

As compared with Intel’s Ivy Bridge, AMD Trinity’s biggest expansions are on the graphics side. Tom’s 
Hardware found Trinity “soundly beating its competition” in graphics processing and--as you see in this chart--in 
this testing. Trinity leads even against a Llano laptop with a discrete graphics card (the older 3DMark Vantage 
metric was used to compare against the Intel Sandy Bridge chip, which doesn’t support DirectX 11).  

[12] 
 

Trinity even bests Intel Ivy Bridge’s impressive graphics performance: The HD7760G integrated graphics processor 
(IGP) had a 30-percent to 50+-percent performance gain over the Intel HD 4000 IGP in an Ivy Bridge Core i7 chip, 
according to Hot Hardware. The APUs in trinity can run games at anywhere from 77 percent to 107 percent faster 
than the same games running on a system with an Intel HD. [13] 
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[14] 
 
This finding would make Trinity really impressive for gaming. Hexus said the chip “offers best-in-class 
performance and enough grunt to play modern games at reasonable image-quality settings.” In Anand Tech’s tests, 
Trinity had an average 20% lead against Ivy Bridge when comparing performance over 15 game titles. For 11 out of 
the 15 games, Trinity came out on top.  

 

6. Pricing 

 
AMD's strength has been value, and there is no doubt that will continue, It can be presumed that AMD's own could 
win the value battle: especially with its A4 and A6 chips are towards the budget end of the market  but Intel's Core 
i3 and Core i5 range will provide strong competition at similar cost.  
 

AMD intends its A4-series chips to sit below the Core i3, with prices starting at $379 - around $80 less than it 
anticipates Core i3-based devices costing. Also at the top end, AMD is also trying to cut prices when compared to 
Intel: AMD  A10-series chips will appear in devices starting at $699 dollars, with Core i7-based machines costing a 
little more. When it comes to prices, though, there really isn't much in it. Ultimately the buying decision will come 
down to the device itself and how it will be used, with AMD leading on its graphics performance but Intel striking 
back with pure processing power. 

 
6.1 Leader - AMD  
 Trinity chipsets should be cheaper than Ivy Bridge counterparts. 
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7. Battery Life 

AMD also managed to improve the battery life on Trinity as compared to previous AMD chips and even when 

compared to Ivy Bridge--even though Intel uses a new 22nm production technology, while Trinity still uses 

the 32nm process of older Llano chips (smaller chips tend to be more energy efficient). 

 

[15] 
In this  chart, look at the red bar for Trinity, orange for Llano, and dark green for the Asus laptop equipped with an 

Ivy Bridge processor to see the battery life performance differences. 

AMD claims 51% better battery performance from a Trinity laptop versus Llano--up to 8.5 hours of browsing or 4 

hours of YouTube video. Old generations of AMD processors were heavily criticized for extremely high 

temperatures (which could be uncomfortable on your lap) but our A8-3500M test notebook remained cool to the 

touch even when gaming on high settings. [11]. According to many reviews, Ivy Bridge struggles to even keep pace 

with Intel's last-generation Sandy Bridge processors in terms of battery life. 

 

8. Conclusion 

Taking the test result, an AMD Trinity-based laptop may tempt consumers, depending on their needs. And despite 
the less-than-overwhelming overall CPU performance gains, Trinity-based laptops will be more than fine for 
mainstream tasks. If users require a mobile powerhouse with the best processing performance possible, an Intel 
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quad-core i7 will be the better bet. But for a gamer, AMD has an edge over Intel. Also not to be let go: Trinity-
equipped laptops will, in general, be cheaper than laptops equipped with Ivy Bridge processors. For instance, 
AMD’s ultrathin laptops are set to be priced about $200 lower than Intel Ultrabooks.. The HP Envy Sleek book with 
AMD processor is the first example of this; the Sleek book is $150 cheaper than HP’s new Envy Ultrabooks with 
Intel processors. Its top-performing Fusion mobile part is called A10-4600M and it works at a base frequency of 
2300 MHz  
The processor can Turbo Boost up to 3200 MHz and is packaged in a 722-pin micro-PGA socket called FS1 
(FS1r2). The processing cores are kept fed with data by 4 MB of level 2 cache. That’s 512 KB of level 2 cache for 
each core.    AMD’s A10-4600M comes with an integrated graphics processing unit (iGPU) that runs at a default 
497 MHz, with the option to Turbo up to 686 MHz when all the 384 Shaders are subjected to a heavy 3D task. 
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